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ABSTRACT

The capacitated lot-sizing problem (CLSP) is a core problem for successfully reducing

overall costs in any production process. The exact approaches proposed for solving the CLSP

are based on two major methods: mixed-integer programming and dynamic programming.

This thesis provides a new idea for approximating the inventory cost function to be used in a

truncated dynamic program for solving the CLSP. In the proposed method, by using only a

partial dynamic process, the inventory cost function is approximated, and then the resulting

approximate cost function is used as a value function in each stage of the approximate

dynamic program.

In this thesis, six different algorithms are developed for the CLSP, based on three

different types of approximate dynamic programming approaches. The general methodology

combines dynamic programming with data fitting and approximation techniques to estimate

the inventory cost function at each stage of the dynamic program. Furthermore, three main

algorithmic frameworks to compute a piecewise linear approximate inventory cost function for

the CLSP are provided. The first approach integrates regression models into an approximate

dynamic program. The second approach uses the information obtained by a partial dynamic

process to approximate the piecewise linear inventory cost function. The third approach

uses slope-check and bisection techniques to locate the breakpoints of the piecewise linear

function in order to approximate the inventory cost function for the CLSP.

The effectiveness of the proposed methods are analyzed on various types of CLSP

instances with different cost and capacity characteristics. Computational results show that

approximation approaches could considerably decrease the computational time required by

the dynamic program and the integer program for different CLSP instances. Furthermore,

in most cases, some of the proposed approaches can accurately capture the optimal solution

of the problem.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Production planning and management is critical for companies to reduce their overall

production costs. The purpose of production planning is to ensure that manufacturing runs

effectively and efficiently and that production is sufficient to meet the demand of customers

with the lowest possible cost. However, due to changing demand, capacities, and other

factors in the long-term planning horizon, it is difficult for manufacturers and managers to

make cost-effective decisions regarding how much to produce and how much inventory to keep

in storage in a production period. The problem of determining the quantity of production

for a single item in each production period within a limited production capacity is known

as the single-item capacitated lot-sizing problem (CLSP). The CLSP is a core problem for

successfully reducing overall costs in any production process.

More formally, the CLSP can be described as follows: For a finite time horizon

T , production and inventory levels are determined for each time period in order to meet

periodic demands within the production capacity limits without backlogging so that the

sum of periodic setup, production, and inventory costs are minimized. The CLSP is NP-

hard [1] and forms the basis of many production planning and inventory problems.

For each period t ∈ [1, T ], let pt, ft, and ht denote the per-unit production, setup,

and inventory costs for period t, respectively, and let xt, yt, and st be the production, binary

setup, and ending inventory variables for period t, respectively. Then, the CLSP can be

formulated as

min
T∑
t=1

(ptxt + ftyt + htst) (1.1)
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subject to the following:

st−1 + xt − dt = st t = 1, . . . , T (1.2)

xt ≤ ctyt t = 1, . . . , T (1.3)

st, xt ≥ 0 t = 1, . . . , T (1.4)

yt ∈ {0, 1} t = 1, . . . , T. (1.5)

where dt is the demand, and ct is the production capacity in period t. Note that the initial

inventory is assumed to be zero while it can take any positive value. This model and its

variants have been extensively studied in the literature.

Lot sizing is a fundamental problem in optimization that has attracted the wide

interest of both practitioners and researchers. Its importance stems from its applications

in production/inventory planning and supply chain management. As mentioned in earlier

studies [2, 3, 4, 5], the structure of the single-item lot-sizing problem has been at the core

of production-planning problems involving multiple products and levels over a finite discrete

time horizon. Therefore, the development of effective solution algorithms for the lot-sizing

problem is important, and any results found for the CLSP can be used to develop solution

methods for more complicated lot-sizing problems.

Most of the exact approaches proposed for the lot-sizing problem are based on integer

and dynamic programming algorithms (for a detailed review see, e.g., the work of Pochet

and Wolsey [6]). In this paper, approximate approaches based on the dynamic programming

(DP) are proposed. The basic idea of the developed approximate approaches is as follows: In

each period, a truncated version of the DP formulation of the CLSP is used to compute the

inventory costs for a subset of all possible inventory levels. By using the information from

those inventory levels that are solved exactly, the inventory cost function is approximated in

order to solve for all possible inventory levels. Section 4.1 provides the approach that uses

regression to approximate the inventory cost function in each period of the planning horizon.

Section 4.2 provides the direct-connection approach, which approximates the inventory cost
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function based on piecewise linear functions obtained by a subset of inventory cost values

computed using exact DP recursion. Section 4.3 provides the slope check and bisection ap-

proach, which combines the approximated piecewise linear function and DP method together

to compute the inventory costs in each period.

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides a discussion of the contributions

of this research with related previous research. Chapter 3 presents a dynamic programming

formulation for the CLSP, while in Chapter 4, approximate dynamic programming (ADP)

approaches are proposed to solve the CLSP. Experimental studies to show the effectiveness

of the proposed ADP approaches with computational results are presented in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2

Literature Review

In this chapter, we give a brief review of the related literature on the lot-sizing problem

in three major categories: mixed-integer programming (Section 2.1), dynamic programming

(Section 2.2), and approximate dynamic programming algorithms (Section 2.3). These are

presented in the following subsections.

2.1 Mixed-Integer Programming Approaches to Lot-Sizing Problems

One important methodology used to solve many multi-period production planning and

supply chain management models is to formulate them as mixed-integer programs (MIPs).

In this approach, given a certain planning horizon and the model parameters, which are

assumed to be known and deterministic during this horizon, the MIP model is solved using

branch-and-bound and branch-and-cut tree-based search algorithms [7]. Pochet and Wolsey

[6] provide a very nice review of MIP approaches used for production planning problems.

Barany et al. [8] propose valid inequalities for the single-item lot-sizing problem, which

they then use for multi-item problems. Constantino [9] provides cutting planes based on

submodular inequalities for the CLSP with start-up costs, and uses these cuts for the multi-

item version of the problem. Pochet and Wolsey [2] and Belvaux and Wolsey [10, 11] provide

formulations and valid inequalities for the multi-item and multi-stage lot-sizing problems.

Miller et al. [12] give a tight formulation for the multi-item lot-sizing problem with constant

demands and setup times. For a good classification for both single-item and multi-item lot-

sizing problems, the reader is referred to the work of Wolsey [3]. In another study, Hartman

et al. [13] propose inequalities for the CLSP that are derived from the end-of-stage optimal

solutions of a DP algorithm for the CLSP problem. Later, Büyüktahtakın et al. [14] extend

these inequalities to solve the multi-item CLSP.
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2.2 Dynamic Programming Approaches to Lot-Sizing Problems

Bellman and Kalaba [15] introduced dynamic programming to solve Markov decision

processes, which are powerful analytical tools used for sequential decision making under

uncertainty ([16]). In a dynamic programming approach, the problem is attacked by decom-

posing it into a sequence of interrelated subproblems defined by a recursive function and by

solving solve the smallest subproblem. The problem is then enlarged by obtaining the cur-

rent optimal solution from the preceding subproblem until the original problem is solved in

its entirety [17]. In particular, for solving sequential decision-making engineering problems,

dynamic programming has been widely used.

Variants of the CLSP have been studied in the dynamic programming literature.

While Wagner and Whitin [18] were the first to provide an O(T 2) algorithm for the unca-

pacitated lot-sizing problem (ULSP), later O(T log T ) algorithms for the same problem were

developed [19, 20, 21]. Florian et al. [1] present a DP algorithm with complexity O(DTCT )

for the CLSP, where DT =
∑T

t=1 dt is the cumulative demand, and CT =
∑T

t=1 ct is the cumu-

lative capacity over all periods. For the CLSP, Chen et al. [22] develop a continuous dynamic

programming algorithm that is exponential in complexity but has been demonstrated to be

computationally efficient in practice. VanHoesel and Wagelmans [23] give fully polynomial

approximation schemes for the CLSP. For the same problem, Baker et al. [24] provide a

branch-and-bound algorithm, while Chung et al. [25] present a hybrid branch-and-bound

and DP algorithm, [26]. Lagrangian relaxation approaches, which decompose the CLSP into

a set of uncapacitated single-item lot-sizing problems by relaxing capacity constraints, are

applied to solve the problem in the literature [27, 28, 29, 30]. Lot-sizing problems with

different special cases including other heuristic solution approaches such as metaheuristics

and column generation techniques are reviewed in detail [31, 32, 33].

2.3 Approximate Dynamic Programming Approaches to Lot-Sizing Problems

Dynamic programming has often been dismissed because it suffers from the curse of

dimensionality: as the problem size increases, the size of the state space grows exponentially
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(Powell [34]). Therefore approximation algorithms are developed based on MIP and DP

formulations of the CLSP to get over this difficulty. In 1963, a polynomial DP approximation

algorithm is introduced by Bellman et al. [35] for allocation processes. Kleywegt et al. [36]

propose approximation methods to find good solutions with reasonable computational effort

for a stochastic inventory routing problem that is similar to the CLSP. Toriello et al. [37]

provide a valuing inventory function with concave piecewise lines and combine solutions to

single-period subproblems of the inventory routing problem using dynamic programming

techniques. The authors show that their approach reduces the computational time without

losing the optimality of the solution. Levi et al. [38] provide an approximation algorithm for

the multi-item CLSP based on generating flow-cover inequalities and randomized rounding.

An ADP algorithm is studied for the economic lot scheduling problem by Adelman and

Barz [39].

In ADP algorithms, the regression technique is an important tool to approximate

value functions. Muggeo [40] provides a method for estimating regression models with un-

known breakpoints, which are values whose effect on the response changes abruptly. On the

other hand, Hudson [41] provides an important least-square technique for regression con-

strained to be non-negative, non-decreasing or convex. The non-decreasing property of the

fitted function is an important tool for ADP algorithms for CLSP due to the non-decreasing

property of the actual inventory cost function.

2.4 Contributions of Paper

In this thesis, we provide the following five main contributions. First, we provide a

new idea of approximating the inventory cost function to be used in a truncated dynamic

program for solving CLSP. In the proposed method, by using only a partial dynamic process,

the inventory cost function is approximated, and then the resulting approximate cost function

is used as a value function in each stage of the approximate dynamic program.

Second, we present an algorithmic framework to compute a number of non-decreasing

piecewise linear approximate inventory cost functions for solving the CLSP. The approximate
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cost function allows for estimating the cost value of each inventory level in a given stage

of the DP through a combination of sampling, data-fitting and approximation techniques

without sacrificing solution quality. Furthermore, we propose three main approaches to

compute a piecewise linear approximate inventory cost function for the CLSP. The first

approach integrates regression models into an approximate dynamic program. The second

approach uses the information obtained by a partial dynamic process to approximate the

piecewise linear inventory cost function. The third approach uses slope-check and bisection

techniques to locate the breakpoints of the piecewise linear function in order to approximate

the inventory cost function for the CLSP.

Third, we develop a new type of approximate approach, which estimates the inventory

cost function using a subset of inventory levels in a stage of the DP for solving the CLSP.

In the literature of capacitated lot-sizing problems, a number of approximate approaches

based on dynamic programming and integer programming have been studied as discussed in

this chapter. Most of the ADP approaches focus on approximating the recursion function

for the dynamic process. Instead of approximating the recursion function, in this thesis, a

truncated version of the original recursion function is used but the inventory cost function

of the DP is approximated using a subset of inventory levels in a stage of the DP.

Fourth, we perform computational experiments to analyze the effectiveness of the

proposed methods on various types of CLSP instances with different cost and capacity char-

acteristics. Experimental results show that some of the proposed ADP approaches are very

efficient, both in terms of solution quality and solution computation time. In particular,

results demonstrate that ADP slope-check and bisection methods save considerable solution

times for different types of lot-sizing instances with different characteristics without losing

optimality, when compared to the corresponding DP and MIP formulation solutions.

Fifth, we believe that a similar technique can be employed for solving other prob-

lems aside from lot-sizing, such as knapsack and parallel equipment replacement problems,

for which DP approaches exist. Furthermore, because CLSP is a special type of capaci-
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tated fixed-charge problem, proposed ADP algorithms can be extended to develop solution

algorithms for the general fixed-charge problem. The long-term goal is to generalize the

implementation of proposed ADP approaches to as many problems as possible.
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CHAPTER 3

DP Approach to CLSP

The DP approach in this thesis is similar to the dynamic programming approach of

Hartman et al. [13], who define the state of the system in period t as the inventory level at

time t. In an earlier thesis, Florian et al. [1] define the state of the system in period t as the

cumulative level of production through time t.

The term Ft(st) is defined as the minimum cost of making optimal production de-

cisions through period t with an ending inventory level st. Note that periodic production

decisions must meet demand dt, and production levels must not exceed production capacity

limits ct, in each period. Note that the minimum inventory level at period t = 1, . . . , T in

any feasible solution is given by

Lt = max

{
0, max

τ=t+1,...,T

τ∑
j=t+1

(dj − cj)

}
, (3.1)

because inventory must always be nonnegative and sufficient to cover future demands if

capacity in future periods is insufficient to cover these demands.

Similarly, by defining Ct =
∑t

j=1 cj and Dt =
∑t

j=1 dj, ∀t = 1, . . . , T , the maximum

inventory level at period t = 1, . . . , T in any optimal solution is given by

Ut = min

{
Ct −Dt,

T∑
j=t+1

dj

}
, (3.2)

where the first term of equation (3.2) defines the maximum inventory that could accumulate

after t periods, and the second term gives the cumulative total demand in future periods.

Because this is a finite horizon problem, zero inventory remains after the final period of

production in an optimal solution.

Let St = {Lt, . . . , Ut}. Note that in period t = 1, . . . , T , given inventory level Lt ≤

st ≤ Ut, production in any optimal solution at period t lies in the set Xt,st = {max{0, st +
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dt−Ut−1},. . .,min{ct, st+dt−Lt−1}}. By setting F0(0) = 0 (since it is assumed that s0 = 0),

the forward dynamic programming recursion can now be written as

Ft(st) = min
xt∈Xt,st

{ptxt + ftyt + htst + Ft−1(st + dt − xt)} , ∀t = 1, . . . , T, Lt ≤ st ≤ Ut,

(3.3)

where yt = 1, if xt > 0, and yt = 0, otherwise. The optimal objective function value is

defined as FT (0). The complexity of this algorithm is O(TD2
T ) [13].

Figure 3.1 illustrates this DP technique for an instance of CLSP where T = 4, ct =

(4, 3, 4, 5), dt = (2, 3, 3, 3), pt = (1, 2, 1, 1), ft = (8, 7, 6, 7), and ht = (1, 1, 1, 1). As can

be seen, each node represents a feasible inventory level in each period, and each node is

labeled by the F -function value representing the minimum cost to have the corresponding

inventory level at the end of the period. A connection between two nodes represents a feasible

production activity. For example, F1(0) is not connected to F2(2) because the capacity in

period 2 is too low to produce enough products for the connection of the two nodes (i.e.,

d2 + 2 = 5 > c2 = 3). As shown in the graph, the best solution is obtained by setting

st = (2, 2, 3, 0), and the minimum cost of production, setup, and inventory is 42.

Figure 3.1: Graphical representation of forward dynamic programming recursions.
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CHAPTER 4

Proposed ADP Approaches to CLSP

In this thesis, approximate algorithms based on the dynamic program for the CLSP

given in Chapter 3 are investigated. When the production is continuous, the inventory

function is found to be piecewise linear [22]. In this case, the production and inventory

levels are discrete. However, a piecewise linear function can still be stated on the costs

accrued through time t as a function of the inventory at stage t. In particular, the aim here

is to design ADP algorithms to approximate those piecewise lines and calculate the cost

of the inventory levels in stage t by the approximated piecewise linear function in order to

reduce the solution time of the DP.

Several different ADP approaches are proposed in this thesis. The main idea behind

these approaches is to use some of the inventory levels to estimate the inventory cost function

and calculate the cost of other inventory levels by the estimated function. After computing

the cost values for those points using a truncated version of DP, the DP recursion equation

(3.3) is modified in a way that the minimum cost for stage t is calculated based on the

approximated costs through the first t − 1 periods instead of actual optimal costs for the

first t − 1 periods. Once the minimum costs for the sampled points are calculated using

the truncated DP, an approximate inventory cost function based on these points is fitted by

using techniques such as regression, direct connection of piecewise lines, and connection of

lines through checking slopes of the lines. Then using this approximate function, the cost

values, which are not computed for the other inventory levels, can be estimated. Therefore,

inventory levels are divided into two sets: real points or sampled points whose cost values

are calculated by the truncated DP, and other approximate points whose cost values are

estimated by the generated approximate inventory cost function. Let st,a represent the

inventory level for sampled points in stage t, where st,a ∈ St and a is the ath sampled point.
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To determine the number of sampled points, the following equation is used:

Nt = α ∗ (Ut − Lt + 1) (4.1)

where α is the percentage of the total possible inventory levels in period t, whose cost values

will be computed by the truncated DP. Note that |St| = Ut − Lt + 1.

To determine the location of sampled points, the following equation is applied:

st,a =


Lt if a = 1;⌊
a ∗ (Ut − Lt) ∗ 1

Nt

⌋
if a = 2, . . . , Nt − 1;

Ut if a = Nt;

(4.2)

where, a is the order of the ath sampled point, and st,a represents the inventory level

of the ath sampled point in period t. Note that equation (4.2) is divided into three parts to

ensure that the sampled points include the minimum inventory level Lt and the maximum

inventory level Ut.

The term F̃t(st,a) is defined as the minimum cost of having an ending inventory level

st,a through period t based on the approximated costs through the first t− 1 periods. This

term is the truncated version of the value function Ft(st,a) given in equation (3.3). The

following recursion is used to compute the minimum approximate cost in order to have an

st,a inventory level in period t for a = 1, . . . , Nt:

F̃t(st,a) = min
xt∈Xt,st,a

{
ptxt + ftyt + htst + F̂t−1(st,a + dt − xt)

}
, (4.3)

where F̂t−1(st−1) is the approximated inventory cost function value for st−1, in stage t− 1.

Consider an example in which the possible inventory levels change from 0 to 99 in

a given period t, and 10 percent of the total possible inventory levels is sampled, i.e., α

is set to 10. Then, using equation (4.1), Nt = 0.1 ∗ (99 − 0 + 1) = 10. From equation

(4.2), st,1 = 0, st,2 = 10, st,3 = 20, ..., st,10 = 100. Then F̃t(st,a) in computed for each st,a for

a = 1, . . . , 10. Using equation (4.3), the corresponding F̃t(st,a) values are computed and are

used to approximate the inventory cost function in stage t, which is F̂t(st,a).
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In this thesis, three different types of approximation approaches are introduced: in

Section 4.1, an approach that involves approximation via regression; in Section 4.2, an

approach that involves direct connection of real points; and in Section 4.3, an approach that

involves a slope-check and bisection technique.

4.1 Regression Approximation Approach

Given that F̃t(st,a) is the optimal cost value for the inventory level st,a, for every st,a,

there is a two-dimensional coordinate system to represent a sampled point (st,a, F̃t(st,a)) for

a = 1, . . . , Nt for a given t. In the regression approximation approach, for any period t and

a = 1, . . . , Nt, using points (st,a, F̃t(st,a)), a regression function is fitted, and values of the

other inventory levels are calculated by the regression function.

For regression, the least squares method is used. That is, having real points st,a for

a = 1, . . . , Nt, the following optimization problem is solved:

min
Nt∑
a=1

(
F̃t(st,a)− F̂t(st,a)

)
. (4.4)

Two types of regression models are applied using this approach: linear and polynomial.

For linear regression, F̂t(st,a) is defined as

F̂t(st,a) = β0 + β1 ∗ st,a, (4.5)

where β0 and β1 are the parameters of the regression model and are defined as the unrestricted

variables of the optimization model shown in equation (4.4).

For polynomial regression, F̂t(st,a) is defined as

F̂t(st,a) = β0 + β1 ∗ st,a + β2 ∗ s2t,a + β3 ∗ s3t,a + β4 ∗ s4t,a + β5 ∗ s5t,a, (4.6)

where β0 and β1 are the parameters of the regression model and are defined as the unrestricted

variables of the optimization model shown in equation (4.4).

For the linear regression approach, Figure 4.1 shows an example of how the approx-

imate inventory function in a period t is obtained. As can be seen, the possible inventory
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levels change from 0 to 100, and A,B, . . . ,K represent the inventory cost values, F̃t(st,a).

Then the regression line obtained by the least squares error method using the optimization

model (4.4) and (4.5) is

F̂t(st,a) = 29 + 0.4636 ∗ st,a. (4.7)

Figure 4.1: Example inventory cost function and corresponding regression line.

By replacing st,a by st in the equation (4.7), the approximate inventory costs are

computed for all inventories from 0 to 100, based on the following equation:

F̂t(st) = 29 + 0.4636 ∗ st, Lt ≤ st ≤ Ut. (4.8)

Once F̂T (0) is solved, the approximated cost values for all inventory levels in all periods are

obtained; however, because those inventory costs are not calculated by the DP process but

rather by the approximation function, the information on dynamic connections for many

inventory levels has not been obtained. Therefore, the shortest-path problem is solved to

find the shortest path from node F̂T (0) to node F̂0(0). For the example problem described in

Chapter 3, after F̂t(st) is obtained for all st, t = 1, . . . , T and Lt ≤ st ≤ Ut, the shortest-path

problem is solved from the last period T to the first period 0. The corresponding shortest

path is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Example of shortest path from F̂4(0) to F̂0(0).

As shown in Figure 4.2, the F̂ values for all inventory levels in all periods are depicted

above each node. Now, the shortest-path problem from period 4 to period 1 is solved to

find the minimum-cost path from node F̂4(0) to F̂0(0). Solving the recursion equation (4.3)

based on the F̂3(s3) values such that s3 has a production connection to s4 = 0, the minimum-

cost connection to F̂4(0) is determined through F̂3(3). Now, the problem becomes a smaller

subproblem of finding the shortest path from F̂3(3) to F̂0(0). By repeating the same process

recursively from the last period to the first period, the shortest path can be found, which is

shown in the graph. This process, called the backtracking process (BP), is very important

in order to find the dynamic connection for the ADP algorithms.

For the linear regression approach, the ADP algorithm is described in Algorithm 1

is given below. For the polynomial regression approach, the ADP algorithm is the same as

Algorithm 1, except the regression function, where equation (4.5) is replaced with equation
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Algorithm 1 ADP Linear Regression
1: Step 1. Set t = 1;

compute inventory cost function F1(s1) = {p1 ∗ (s1 + d1) + f1 + h1s1} , for each L1 ≤
s1 ≤ U1; increment t = t+ 1;

2: Step 2. Compute Nt using equation (4.1);
3: for a = 1 to Nt do
4: Calculate inventory level st,a using equation (4.2); solve DP recursion equation (4.3)

to compute inventory cost F̃t(st,a) for real point st,a;
5: end for

Solve regression optimization problem (4.4) to obtain the regression function (4.5);
6: for st = Lt to Ut do
7: Calculate inventory cost value F̂t(st) based on equation (4.5);
8: end for

Increment t = t+ 1;
9: Step 3. If t < T , then repeat Step 2; else call BP to find shortest path;
10: Step 4. Calculate the actual optimum cost of the shortest path, which is obtained from

Step 3.

(4.6). This is called an ADP polynomial regression algorithm and is denoted as Algorithm

1′.

4.2 Direct-Connection Approach

In the direct-connection approach, instead of fitting a regression function, which

involves an optimization process, information from the real points is used directly. The

advantage of the direct-connection approach, compared to Algorithms 1 and 1′, is that this

approach does not require an optimization process to find the approximate function and

therefore saves computational time. Two algorithms are developed based on the direct-

connection approach. In the first algorithm, a connection line is fitted for each two-nearest

real points. Then, the values of the points, which are located between the two real points,

are approximated using the computed line equation. The connection line between the two

points is obtained by solving two linear equations information from the two real points. For

example, suppose that the coordinates of two consecutive real points are (st,a1 , F̃t(st,a1)) and

(st,a2 , F̃t(st,a2)). By solving the two linear equations F̃t(st,a1) = δ + m ∗ st,a1 and F̃t(st,a2) =

δ + m ∗ st,a2 , the value of δ and m of the line can be easily obtained. By repeating the
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same process from the first real point to the last real point, a piecewise linear function can

be obtained. This process is called the direct-connection process (DCP). The steps of the

algorithm are shown in Algorithm 2. Figure 4.3 shows the approximate piecewise linear

inventory cost function obtained from the real points for the example discussed in Chapter

4.

Figure 4.3: Example of an approximate inventory function via direct-connection approach.

In the second algorithm, using the direct-connection approach, instead of connecting

two real points at a time, three consecutive points are connected through a quadratic equa-

tion. In this case, a quadratic equation is applied since the linear equation does not guarantee

the connection of three points. Suppose the coordinates of three consecutive real points are

(st,a1 , F̃t(st,a1)), (st,a2 , F̃t(st,a2)), and (st,a3 , F̃t(st,a3)). By solving the following three linear

equations:

F̃t(st,a1) = α0 + α1 ∗ st,a1 + α2 ∗ s2t,a1 ,

F̃t(st,a2) = α0 + α1 ∗ st,a2 + α2 ∗ s2t,a2 ,

F̃t(st,a3) = α0 + α1 ∗ st,a3 + α2 ∗ s2t,a3 ,
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the values of α0, α1, and α2 can be easily obtained to find the quadratic function connecting

the three points st,a1 , st,a2 and st,a3 . This algorithm is denoted as Algorithm 2′. The steps of

Algorithm 2′ are the same as those in Algorithm 2, except the approximate function including

quadratic functions, which are obtained by connecting three consecutive real points at a time.

Algorithm 2 ADP Direct Connection
1: Step 1. Set t = 1;

compute inventory cost function F1(s1) = {p1 ∗ (s1 + d1) + f1 + h1s1} , for each L1 ≤
s1 ≤ U1; increment t = t+ 1;

2: Step 2. Compute Nt using equation (4.1);
3: for a = 1 to Nt do
4: Calculate inventory level st,a using equation (4.2); solve DP recursion equation (4.3)

to compute inventory cost F̃t(st,a) for real point st,a;
5: end for

Obtain approximate inventory cost function by DCP process;
6: for st = Lt to Ut do
7: Calculate inventory cost value F̂t(st) based on approximate inventory cost function

obtained by DCP process;
8: end for

Increment t = t+ 1;
9: Step 3. If t < T , then repeat Step 2; else call BP to find shortest path;
10: Step 4. Calculate the actual optimum cost of the shortest path, which is obtained from

Step 3.

4.3 Slope-Check Approach

In Sections 4.1 and 4.2, two types of function approximation methods are provided

to approximate the inventory cost function. Given a period t and the actual piecewise linear

inventory cost function, it can be seen that this inventory cost function is discontinuous at

some points, while the approximate inventory cost functions obtained from Algorithms 1-2′

are continuous. Therefore, those approaches may not accurately estimate the actual optimal

solution. To increase the accuracy of the algorithms, the slope-check approach is proposed.

Here, instead of finding all piecewise lines, as did Chen et al. [22], the breakpoints of those

piecewise lines are investigated. In order to achieve this, the inventory costs for real points

are calculated by the truncated DP given in equation (4.3), the slope of the lines connecting
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two consecutive points (segments) are computed by connecting two consecutive real points

at a time, and then the slope of a segment is compared to the slope of the previous and

next segment. Since the slope of a segment changes only when there are breakpoints in

the interval of two real points, once that segment slope is shown to differ from the previous

and following segments, the breakpoints can easily be located into a small interval of two

consecutive real points. Knowing the intervals in which the breakpoints are located, DP can

be used to calculate the points within those intervals to obtain the real values.

Figure 4.4: Example inventory cost function via slope-check approach.

Figure 4.4 shows an example of possible inventory levels changing from 0 to 100

and the corresponding piecewise lines. This figure also demonstrates how to locate the

breakpoints of the real inventory cost function into a small interval. Based on the ADP

approach, not all of the 101 points are computed directly from DP, but rather the inventory

cost is calculated when inventory is 0, 10, . . . , 100, which are represented by A,B, ...,K,

respectively. Let s(AB) denote the slope of segment AB. Slope is defined similarly for all

other lines. From Figure 4.4, it can be seen that s(AB) = s(BC) = s(CD) = s(DE) =

s(EF ), s(EF ) 6= s(FG), s(FG) 6= s(GH), s(GH) = s(HI) = s(IJ) = s(JK). Therefore,

the inventory costs for inventory levels from 0 to 50 (A to F ) are calculated based on the
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linear equation of the line AF , the inventory costs for inventory levels from 60 to 100 (G to

K) are calculated by the linear equation of the line GK, and inventory levels from 50 to 60

(F to G) are calculated by using DP. After the costs for all inventory levels are obtained for

a given period t, then the same steps for the next period are performed. This algorithm is

denoted as the ADP slope-check algorithm. Let slope(a) represent the slope of the line that

connects the two points (st,a, F̃t(st,a)) and (st,a+1, F̃t(st,a+1)), and let line(a) represent the

equation of the line that connects the two points (st,a, F̃t(st,a)) and (st,a+1, F̃t(st,a+1)). Then

the steps of the ADP slope-check algorithm are given in Algorithm 3.

In the second algorithm of the slope-check approach, instead of calling the DP recur-

sion equation (4.3) to calculate the inventory costs for the whole interval from two consecutive

real points where the slope of the line changes, such as F and G as shown in Figure 4.4, a

bisection method is used to locate the breakpoints of the real inventory cost function into a

smaller interval. The process is described as follows: In the first iteration of the bisection

method, when the slope of a connection line is shown to differ from the previous and fol-

lowing lines such as the line FG as shown in Figure 4.4, instead of using the DP recursion

equation (4.3) to compute all the inventory costs in that interval where the slope changes,

only the midpoint and the corresponding inventory cost are computed. After obtaining the

inventory cost for the midpoint, the slope-check is applied to locate the breakpoints into a

smaller interval. Considering the example in Figure 4.4, instead of using the DP recursion

equation (4.3) to compute all inventory from 50 to 60 (F to G) as in the slope-check algo-

rithm, only the midpoint of F to G is computed, which is shown as L in Figure 4.5. It can

be seen that s(LG) = s(GH), implying that the breakpoints are lying in the interval from F

to L. Therefore, for the interval from L to G, the inventory costs are computed by the linear

equation for line LG, while for the interval from F to L, the second iteration of the bisection

method is applied to locate the breakpoints into a smaller interval in which the inventory

costs are computed by DP. However, it is possible that for point L, s(LG) 6= s(GH) and

s(EF ) 6= s(FL). In such cases, the breakpoints cannot be located, either in the interval from
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Algorithm 3 ADP Slope Check

1: Step 1. Assuming that there is no inventory at t = 0, then for t=1, compute inventory

cost function F1(s1) = {p1 ∗ (s1 + d1) + f1 + h1s1} , for each L1 ≤ s1 ≤ U1; increment

t = t+ 1;

2: Step 2. Compute Nt using equation (4.1);

3: for a = 1 to Nt do

4: Calculate inventory level st,a using equation (4.2); solve DP recursion equation (4.3)

to compute inventory cost F̃t(st,a) for real point st,a;

5: end for

6: for a = 1 to Nt do

7: Compute slope(a);

8: end for,

9: for a = 2 to Nt do

10: If slope(a) = slope(a− 1),

11: for st = st,a−1 to st,a+1 do

12: Calculate inventory cost value F̂t(st) based on equation line(a− 1);

13: end for,

Else If slope(a) = slope(a+ 1),

14: for st = st,a to st,a+2 do

15: Calculate inventory cost value F̂t(st) based on equation line(a);

16: end for,

Else

17: for st = st,a to st,a+1 do

18: Call DP recursion equation DP recursion equation (4.3) to compute inventory cost

F̃t(st,a);

19: end for,

20: end for

Increment t = t+ 1;

21: Step 3. If t < T , then repeat Step 2; else call BP to find shortest path;

22: Step 4. Calculate the actual optimum cost of the shortest path, which is obtained from

Step 3.
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F to L or the interval from L to G in the first iteration of the bisection process; therefore, the

DP recursion equation (4.3) is used to compute the inventory costs for all inventory levels

from F to G. This algorithm is denoted as Algorithm 3′. Let st,b = 0.5 ∗ (st,a + st,a+1), st,c

= 0.5 ∗ (st,a + st,b), st,d = 0.5 ∗ (st,b + st,a+1). Let F̃t(st,b), F̃t(st,c), and F̃t(st,d) represent the

inventory cost for the inventory level st,b, st,c, and st,d, respectively.

To illustrate the method, b1 is defined to represent the line that connect the two points

(st,b, F̃t(st,b)) and (st,a+1, F̃t(st,a+1)), b2 is defined to represent the line that connect the two

points (st,a, F̃t(st,a)) and (st,b, F̃t(st,b)), c1 is defined to represent the line that connect the two

points (st,c, F̃t(st,c)) and (st,b, Ft(st,b)), c2 is defined to represent the line that connect the two

points (st,a, F̃t(st,a)) and (st,c, F̃t(st,c)), d1 is defined to represent the line that connect the

two points (st,d, F̃t(st,d)) and (st,a+1, F̃t(st,a+1)), and d2 is defined to represent the line that

connect the two points (st,b, F̃t(st,b)) and (st,d, F̃t(st,d)). In addition, let slope(b1), slope(b2),

slope(c1), slope(c2), slope(d1), and slope(d2) represent the slope of the line b1, b2, c1, c2, d1,

and d2, respectively. The steps of Algorithm 3′ are the same as Algorithm 3, except that

line 18 of Algorithm 3 is replaced by Algorithm 4.

Figure 4.5: Example inventory cost function via slope-check bisection approach.
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Algorithm 4 ADP Slope Check Bisection
1: if slope(b1) = slope(a+ 1) then
2: for st = st,b to st,a+1 do

3: Calculate inventory cost value F̂t(st) based on equation line(a+ 1);
4: end for,
5: if slope(c1) = slope(a+ 1) then
6: for st = st,c to st,b do

7: Calculate inventory cost value F̂t(st) based on equation line(a+ 1);
8: end for,
9: for st = st,a to st,c do

10: Call DP to calculate inventory cost value F̂t(st);
11: end for,
12: else
13: if slope(c2) = slope(a) then
14: for st = st,a to st,c do

15: Calculate inventory cost value F̂t(st) based on equation line(a);
16: end for,
17: for st = st,c to st,b do

18: Call DP to calculate inventory cost value F̂t(st);
19: end for,
20: end if
21: else
22: for st = st,a to st,b do

23: Call DP to calculate inventory cost value F̂t(st);
24: end for,
25: end if
26: else
27: if slope(b2) = slope(a) then
28: for st = st,b to st,a do

29: Calculate inventory cost value F̂t(st) based on equation line(a);
30: end for,
31: if slope(d2) = slope(a) then
32: for st = st,b to st,d do

33: Calculate inventory cost value F̂t(st) based on equation line(a);
34: end for,
35: for st = st,d to st,a+1 do

36: Call DP to calculate inventory cost value F̂t(st);
37: end for,
38: else
39: if slope(d1) = slope(a+ 1) then
40: for st = st,d to st,a+1 do

41: Calculate inventory cost value F̂t(st) based on equation line(a+ 1);
42: end for,
43: for st = st,b to st,d do

44: Call DP to calculate inventory cost value F̂t(st);
45: end for,
46: end if
47: else
48: for st = st,b to st,a+1 do

49: Call DP to calculate inventory cost value F̂t(st);
50: end for,
51: end if
52: end if
53: end if
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CHAPTER 5

Computational Experiments

This section presents experiments on the computational effectiveness of the ADP

algorithms proposed in the previous section in solving randomly generated CLSP instances.

All computations are performed on a personal computer running Windows 7 with a 3.4 GHz

CPU and 16 GB memory, using CPLEX 12.3.1. A time limit of 7,200 CPU seconds is set

for all test instances.

5.1 Instance Generation

Test instances are generated based on the scheme employed by Atamturk and Munoz

[4] and Hartman et al. [13]. Atamtürk and Munoz [4] noted the following: (a) the tightness

of capacities with respect to demand and (b) the ratio between the setup cost and the

inventory holding cost, which play major roles in defining the difficulty of a CLSP instance.

To observe the effect of different capacities and cost parameters, instances for capacity-to-

demand ratios c ∈ {3, 5, 8}, setup-to-holding cost ratios f ∈ {1, 000, 10, 000}, and number of

stages T ∈ {90, 120, 150} are generated. Five random instances for each combination of these

parameters are generated, for a total of 90 instances. Unit production costs pt, demands dt,

capacities ct, and setup costs st are randomly generated from integer uniform distributions

with ranges as follows: pt ∈ [1, 5] , dt ∈ [1, 600] , ct ∈
[
0.70cd̄, 1.10cd̄

]
, st ∈

[
0.90fh̄, 1.10fh̄

]
,

where d̄ and h̄ are averages for demand and holding costs. The inventory holding cost ht is

fixed at 1 for each period.

5.2 Implementation and Experimental Design

The efficiency of solving the following solution approaches in the computational ex-

periments is as follows:

• MIP: Solution of formulation (1.1)–(1.5) with CPLEX 12.3 default setting.

1CPLEX is a trademark of ILOG, Inc.
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• DP: Solution of DP given by recursion equation (3.3).

• ADPregline: Solution of Algorithm 1 described in Section 4.1.

• ADPregpoly: Solution of Algorithm 1′ described in Section 4.1.

• ADPpwline: Solution of Algorithm 2 described in Section 4.2.

• ADPpwpoly: Solution of Algorithm 2′ described in Section 4.2.

• ADPslopecheck: Solution of Algorithm 3 described in Section 4.3.

• ADPbisection: Solution of Algorithm 3′ described in Section 4.3.

5.2.1 Summary of Experimental Results

Tables 5.1 to 5.8 report the results of the computational experiments, where the

columns are defined as follows:

• exp: Solution approach.

• percent(%): Percentage of total DP nodes solved exactly by ADP method considered,

i.e., α in equation (4.1).

• aprxN: Number of nodes solved using ADP for all ADP methods. In this column, (•)

indicates the number of nodes solved by exact DP for the DP method.

• bestub: Best objective function value obtained by method considered.

• optgap(%): Initial optimality gap given best objective function value (mipopt) found

by CPLEX, and best solution obtained by method considered (bestub), i.e., gap =

100(bestub−mipopt)/mipopt (percent deviation from optimality).

• time: Total CPU seconds required to solve problem by considered method.
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Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 present the results for T = 90 with c = 3, c = 5, and c = 8,

respectively, where each table entry corresponds to the average performance of an algorithm

over five instances. From those results, when the setup ratio f is 1, 000 (low setup cost), the

MIP strategy takes the shortest time to give the best solution. On the other hand, when f is

increased to 10, 000, the MIP becomes extremely slow compared to the solution times of other

algorithms. Therefore, it can be concluded that the setup cost is a key parameter for the

computational time for MIP. However, f does not significantly influence the computational

time of DP. From the computational results, it can be observed that the key parameter

influencing the computational time of DP is the capacity multiplier c. When c is increased

from 3 to 8 (i.e., production capacity is increased), the computational time for DP increases

more than three times for the instances with f = 1, 000. As c increases, it can be seen that

the effectiveness of the ADP strategies with respect to DP increases.

These three tables show that for those instances where f = 10, 000, all ADP strategies

appear to provide an improvement over MIP and DP strategies, except ADPregpoly strategy,

in terms of computational time. In particular, it can be seen that for all f = 10, 000

instances, the ADPslopecheck and ADPbisection strategies reduce the optimality gap to

zero with much less solution time compared to MIP, DP, and all other ADP strategies, when

the percent is set to 5 or more. However, the ADPregpoly strategy performed poorly in these

instances, especially when f = 1, 000. This behavior can be explained by the fact that when

a polynomial function is fitted to the sampled inventory values in a stage t, the polynomial

function does not approximate the inventory cost-value function well in that stage. This is

because the fitted polynomial function does not have a non-decreasing property, which has

been owned by the actual inventory cost function.

For all ADP algorithms, only ADPslopecheck and ADPbisection strategy provide the

optimal solution. Furthermore, for every type of data, the ADPslopecheck and ADPbisection

save considerable computational time compared to the solution time by DP. Additionally,

as the computational time of MIP and DP increases significantly with the increase of f
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and c values, respectively, the computational time of the ADPslopecheck and ADPbisection

strategy do not change much with respect to changing values of f and c. ADPslopecheck

and ADPbisection solve all instances in less than 10 seconds with 5 and 10 percent. In all

instances, it can be seen that the ADPbisection solves the problem a little faster than the

ADPslopecheck method. It is also observed that the ADPpwline strategy with 10% also saves

a considerable amount of time from DP; however, this strategy does not give the optimal

solution. When the overall averages of 30 instances are observed, the ADPbisection strategy

is the most efficient strategy, both in terms of solution quality and solution time.

From the results for T = 90, since performance of the ADPslopecheck and ADPbisec-

tion methods are shown to be most effective among all ADP algorithms, the computational

comparison for the instances where T = 120 and T = 150 is restricted to the ADPslopecheck

and ADPbisection methods in order to compare with MIP and DP.

Tables 5.4 and 5.5 present the results for T = 120 with f = 1, 000 and f = 10, 000,

where each table entry corresponds to the average performance of an algorithm over five

instances. From the results, it can be seen that it takes more computational time for all

methods to solve the instances with 120 compared to the instances with T = 90. Again,

when the setup ratio f is 1, 000, the MIP strategy takes the shortest time to give the best

solution. On the other hand, when f is increased to 10, 000, then the MIP method becomes

extremely slow. It is also observed that the computational time for ADPslopecheck and

ADPbisection increases as c increases; however, their performance is still better compared to

DP in terms of solution time. Therefore, as c increases, the effectiveness of ADPslopecheck

and ADPbisection with respect to DP increases.

Tables 5.6 and 5.7 present the results for T = 150 with f = 1, 000 and f = 10, 000,

where each table entry corresponds to the average performance of an algorithm over five

instances. As expected, the overall computational time required by any method is larger for

instances where T = 150 than instances where T = 120. It is observed that the ADPbisection

method performs the best when the percentage is set to 5, while the same method with 1
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Table 5.1: Summary of experiments for c = 3 and T = 90.

c f exp percent(%) aprxN bestub optgap(%) time
3 1,000 MIP - - 116,634 0.00 0.65

DP - (714,621) 116,634 0.00 18.08
ADPregline 10 71,462 161,983 38.88 7.56

30 214,386 161,983 38.88 12.01
50 357,310 161,983 38.88 16.45

ADPregoly 10 71,462 793,867 80.65 9.03
30 214,386 817,018 600.50 15.31
50 357,310 808,010 592.77 21.23

ADPpwline 10 71,462 133,454 14.42 2.18
50 357,310 124,294 6.57 10.16
90 643,159 118,781 1.84 18.19

ADPpwpoly 10 71,462 134,149 15.02 2.16
50 357,310 124,912 7.10 10.14
90 643,159 118,782 1.84 18.12

ADPslopecheck 1 328,830 116,923 0.00 9.23
5 114,393 116,634 0.00 3.41
10 110,289 116,634 0.00 3.34
15 133,373 116,634 0.00 3.99

ADPbisection 1 250,690 116,923 0.00 7.13
5 88,656 116,634 0.00 2.66
10 98,543 116,634 0.00 2.94
15 127,008 116,634 0.00 7.80

3 10,000 MIP - - 419,909 0.00 466.09
DP - (781,175) 419,909 0.00 20.41

ADPregline 10 390,588 646,163 53.88 7.94
30 78,118 646,163 53.88 13.23
50 234,353 646,163 53.88 17.94

ADPregoly 10 390,588 1,199,696 185.70 9.52
30 78,118 1,197,704 185.23 16.35
50 390,588 1,205,252 187.03 22.99

ADPpwline 10 703,058 681,317 62.25 2.37
50 78,118 543,710 29.48 11.07
90 390,588 446,449 6.32 19.74

ADPpwpoly 10 703,058 679,677 61.86 2.36
50 39,059 556,474 32.52 11.03
90 78,118 452,976 7.87 19.76

ADPslopecheck 1 662,537 419,909 0.00 18.60
5 296,072 419,909 0.00 8.44
10 215,286 419,909 0.00 6.28
15 213,767 419,909 0.00 6.20

ADPbisection 1 622,161 419,909 0.00 17.33
5 249,501 419,909 0.00 7.21
10 190,812 419,909 0.00 5.67
15 200,976 419,909 0.00 8.80
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Table 5.2: Summary of experiments for c = 5 and T = 90.

c f exp percent(%) aprxN bestub optgap(%) time
5 1,000 MIP - - 106,785 0.00 0.57

DP - (980,274) 106,785 0.00 43.52
ADPregline 10 98,027 158,282 48.22 10.65

30 294,082 158,282 48.22 20.54
50 490,137 158,282 48.22 31.09

ADPregoly 10 98,027 1,026,561 861.33 12.63
30 294,082 1,033,581 867.91 25.42
50 490,137 1,060,009 892.66 37.12

ADPpwline 10 98,027 122,647 14.85 4.98
50 490,137 115,538 8.20 24.20
90 882,246 107,996 1.13 43.24

ADPpwpoly 10 98,027 123,635 15.78 4.94
50 490,137 116,361 8.97 24.11
90 882,246 107,996 1.13 43.38

ADPslopecheck 1 215,608 106,821 0.03 10.62
5 93,729 106,785 0.00 4.72
10 120,170 106,785 0.00 6.08
15 162,014 106,785 0.00 8.12

ADPbisection 1 130,947 106,821 0.03 6.86
5 75,205 106,785 0.00 3.99
10 111,980 106,785 0.00 5.81
15 157,508 106,785 0.00 11.24

5 10,000 MIP - - 315,654 0.00 317.00
DP - (954,005) 315,654 0.00 41.61

ADPregline 10 95,401 536,156 69.86 10.37
30 286,202 535,903 69.78 20.44
50 477,003 535,903 69.78 30.08

ADPregoly 10 95,401 1,245,770 294.66 12.66
30 286,202 1,245,770 294.66 24.49
50 477,003 1,216,090 285.26 36.49

ADPpwline 10 95,401 747,512 136.81 4.76
50 477,003 489,212 54.98 22.91
90 858,605 359,693 13.95 41.12

ADPpwpoly 10 95,401 754,150 138.92 4.82
50 477,003 502,304 59.13 22.93
90 858,605 371,492 17.69 41.12

ADPslopecheck 1 542,915 316,341 0.22 26.09
5 185,953 315,654 0.00 8.94
10 167,373 315,654 0.00 8.16
15 191,651 315,654 0.00 9.29

ADPbisection 1 450,328 316,341 0.22 21.46
5 148,756 315,654 0.00 7.35
10 149,406 315,654 0.00 7.45
15 182,417 315,654 0.00 10.99
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Table 5.3: Summary of experiments for c = 8 and T = 90.

c f exp percent(%) aprxN bestub optgap(%) time
8 1,000 MIP - - 101,963 0.00 0.48

DP - (1,014,387) 101,963 0.00 64.43
ADPregline 10 101,439 159,643 56.57 13.11

30 304,316 159,643 56.57 27.86
50 507,194 159,643 56.57 43.11

ADPregoly 10 101,439 1,153,658 1031.45 14.40
30 304,316 1,190,923 1067.99 29.02
50 507,194 1,130,174 1008.41 51.27

ADPpwline 10 101,439 118,229 15.95 7.41
50 507,194 110,790 8.66 35.78
90 912,948 102,967 0.98 64.83

ADPpwpoly 10 101,439 118,971 16.68 7.89
50 507,194 111,699 9.55 36.58
90 912,948 102,879 0.90 65.12

ADPslopecheck 1 142,997 101,963 0.00 10.25
5 79,255 101,963 0.00 5.69
10 115,801 101,963 0.00 8.34
15 161,738 101,963 0.00 11.55

ADPbisection 1 78,713 101,963 0.00 6.35
5 65,669 101,963 0.00 4.88
10 109,697 101,963 0.00 7.98
15 158,273 101,963 0.00 11.38

8 10,000 MIP - - 258,975 0.00 3.28
DP - (956,410) 258,975 0.00 57.34

ADPregline 10 95,641 513,977 98.47 12.36
30 286,923 513,977 98.47 25.78
50 478,205 513,977 98.47 39.05

ADPregoly 10 95,641 1,522,174 487.77 15.44
30 286,923 1,522,174 487.77 32.26
50 478,205 1,345,375 419.50 54.79

ADPpwline 10 95,641 804,342 210.59 7.81
50 478,205 449,528 73.58 38.03
90 860,769 311,693 20.36 67.36

ADPpwpoly 10 95,641 816,978 215.47 7.98
50 478,205 462,783 78.70 39.75
90 860,769 322,630 24.58 69.22

ADPslopecheck 1 356,980 258,975 0.00 24.29
5 124,816 258,975 0.00 8.38
10 135,069 258,975 0.00 9.15
15 172,583 258,975 0.00 11.01

ADPbisection 1 268,050 258,975 0.00 18.35
5 97,764 258,975 0.00 6.68
10 122,871 258,975 0.00 8.45
15 163,256 258,975 0.00 11.10
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Table 5.4: Summary of experiments for f = 1, 000 and T = 120.

c f exp percent(%) aprxN bestub optgap(%) time
3 1,000 MIP - - 152,310 0.00 1.03

DP - (1,335,824) 152,310 0.00 33.22
ADPslopecheck 1 604,631 152,310 0.00 17.26

5 205,155 152,310 0.00 5.72
10 202,843 152,310 0.00 5.75
15 247,162 152,310 0.00 6.95

ADPbisection 1 457,260 152,310 0.00 12.98
5 159,397 152,310 0.00 4.57
10 182,591 152,310 0.00 5.25
15 236,158 152,310 0.00 6.72

5 1,000 MIP - - 141,278 0.00 0.78
DP - (1,700,354) 141,278 0.00 74.01

ADPslopecheck 1 377,265 141,278 0.00 18.52
5 161,919 141,278 0.00 7.80
10 208,379 141,278 0.00 10.15
15 280,875 141,278 0.00 13.65

ADPbisection 1 241,915 141,278 0.00 12.35
5 130,877 141,278 0.00 6.50
10 194,919 141,278 0.00 9.65
15 273,673 141,278 0.00 13.48

8 1,000 MIP - - 136,205 0.00 0.57
DP - (1,773,765) 136,205 0.00 113.20

ADPslopecheck 1 244,046 136,205 0.00 17.77
5 137,948 136,205 0.00 9.74
10 202,165 136,205 0.00 14.38
15 282,773 136,205 0.00 20.10

ADPbisection 1 140,081 136,205 0.00 11.17
5 116,028 136,205 0.00 8.47
10 192,450 136,205 0.00 13.88
15 277,304 136,205 0.00 19.84
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Table 5.5: Summary of experiments for f = 10, 000 and T = 120.

c f exp percent(%) aprxN bestub optgap(%) time
3 10,000 MIP - - 567,323 0.00 1511.18

DP - (1,428,064) 567,323 0.00 37.65
ADPslopecheck 1 1,258,548 568,267 0.17 38.35

5 549,328 567,323 0.00 16.18
10 402,916 567,323 0.00 11.90
15 392,237 567,323 0.00 11.68

ADPbisection 1 1,182,820 568,267 0.17 35.07
5 470,742 567,323 0.00 13.90
10 358,767 567,323 0.00 10.88
15 369,991 567,323 0.00 11.07

5 10,000 MIP - - 406,281 0.00 434.62
DP - (1,774,921) 406,281 0.00 76.78

ADPslopecheck 1 976,850 406,281 0.00 47.77
5 334,093 406,281 0.00 16.09
10 301,539 406,281 0.00 14.75
15 350,917 406,281 0.00 17.00

ADPbisection 1 807,283 406,281 0.00 39.18
5 264,821 406,281 0.00 12.82
10 269,919 406,281 0.00 13.18
15 334,364 406,281 0.00 16.40

8 10,000 MIP - - 344,090 0.00 73.49
DP - (1,874,613) 344,090 0.00 125.37

ADPslopecheck 1 659,565 344,093 0.00 49.42
5 233,733 344,090 0.00 17.26
10 257,980 344,090 0.00 18.98
15 328,618 344,090 0.00 24.47

ADPbisection 1 492,689 344,093 0.00 37.17
5 185,487 344,090 0.00 13.83
10 236,656 344,090 0.00 17.62
15 317,305 344,090 0.00 23.58
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Table 5.6: Summary of experiments for f = 1, 000 and T = 150.

c f exp percent(%) aprxN bestub optgap(%) time
3 1,000 MIP - - 193,238 0.00 1.30

DP - (2,233,782) 193,238 0.00 58.33
ADPslopecheck 1 963,515 193,451 0.11 27.88

5 328,396 193,238 0.00 9.58
10 332,147 193,238 0.00 9.77
15 408,348 193,238 0.00 12.06

ADPbisection 1 733,154 193,451 0.11 21.70
5 258,523 193,238 0.00 7.67
10 300,424 193,238 0.00 9.01
15 391,848 193,238 0.00 11.72

5 1,000 MIP - - 179,091 0.00 0.83
DP - (2,756,440) 179,091 0.00 118.23

ADPslopecheck 1 619,452 179,666 0.32 30.43
5 269,233 179,091 0.00 13.23
10 341,637 179,091 0.00 16.89
15 457,302 179,091 0.00 22.65

ADPbisection 1 403,801 179,666 0.32 20.87
5 220,677 179,091 0.00 11.09
10 320,151 179,091 0.00 16.10
15 445,808 179,091 0.00 22.36

8 1,000 MIP - - 171,627 0.00 0.65
DP - (2,894,003) 171,627 0.00 180.78

ADPslopecheck 1 361,155 172,220 0.35 27.64
5 219,037 171,627 0.00 16.46
10 326,718 171,627 0.00 24.68
15 458,984 171,627 0.00 34.90

ADPbisection 1 204,945 172,441 0.47 17.29
5 187,074 171,627 0.00 14.32
10 312,649 171,627 0.00 23.96
15 451,167 171,627 0.00 34.58

percent provide results with 0.47% optimality gap for instances where c = 8. As c decreases,

the performance of ADPbisection method with 1 percent improves.

Table 5.8 present the results for overall averages, where each table entry corresponds

to the average performance of an algorithm over 30 instances. It can be seen that the solution

time for any method considered increases as T increases. It can also be seen that the overall

winner is the ADPbisection method with percentage(%) = 5 without zero optimality gap.
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Table 5.7: Summary of experiments for f = 10, 000 and T = 150.

c f exp percent(%) aprxN bestub optgap(%) time
3 10,000 MIP - - 699,082 0.00 6092.44

DP - (2,149,909) 699,082 0.00 56.64
ADPslopecheck 1 1,892,184 700,534 0.21 54.52

5 869,321 699,082 0.00 25.55
10 642,594 699,082 0.00 18.96
15 627,024 699,082 0.00 18.45

ADPbisection 1 1,776,145 702,114 0.43 51.49
5 747,275 699,082 0.00 21.50
10 578,573 699,082 0.00 16.72
15 594,013 699,082 0.00 17.35

5 10,000 MIP - - 512,524 5863.12
DP - (2,668,207) 512,524 115.67

ADPslopecheck 1 1,561,452 512,524 0.00 74.16
5 551,659 512,524 0.00 26.49
10 483,445 512,524 0.00 23.48
15 547,157 512,524 0.00 26.48

ADPbisection 1 1,327,469 512,524 0.00 63.64
5 443,376 512,524 0.00 21.33
10 433,168 512,524 0.00 21.13
15 521,257 512,524 0.00 25.35

8 10,000 MIP - - 421,190 1322.75
DP - (2,773,435) 421,190 176.58

ADPslopecheck 1 1,014,191 424,303 0.74 71.34
5 372,276 421,190 0.00 26.24
10 392,282 421,190 0.00 27.93
15 493,139 421,190 0.00 35.09

ADPbisection 1 782,246 424,303 0.74 56.41
5 296,907 421,190 0.00 21.19
10 358,868 421,190 0.00 25.86
15 475,478 421,190 0.00 34.36
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Table 5.8: Summary of experiments for overall averages over T = 90, T = 120, and T = 150.

T exp percent(%) aprxN bestub optgap(%) time
90 MIP - - 219,987 131.35

DP - (900,145) 219,987 40.90
ADPslopecheck 1 374,978 220,155 0.04 16.51

5 149,036 219,987 0.00 6.60
10 143,998 219,987 0.00 6.89
15 172,521 219,987 0.00 8.36

ADPbisection 1 300,148 220,155 0.04 12.91
5 120,925 219,987 0.00 5.46
10 130,551 219,987 0.00 6.38
15 164,906 219,987 0.00 10.22

120 MIP - - 291,248 336.94
DP - (1,647,924) 291,248 76.70

ADPslopecheck 1 686,817 291,406 0.03 31.51
5 270,363 291,248 0.00 12.13
10 262,637 291,248 0.00 12.65
15 313,764 291,248 0.00 15.64

ADPbisection 1 553,675 291,406 0.03 24.65
5 221,226 291,248 0.00 10.01
10 239,217 291,248 0.00 11.74
15 301,466 291,248 0.00 15.18

150 MIP - - 362,792 2213.51
DP - (2,579,296) 362,792 117.71

ADPslopecheck 1 1,068,658 363,783 0.29 47.66
5 434,987 362,792 0.00 19.59
10 419,804 362,792 0.00 20.29
15 498,659 362,792 0.00 24.94

ADPbisection 1 871,293 364,083 0.35 38.57
5 358,972 362,792 0.00 16.18
10 383,972 362,792 0.00 18.80
15 479,929 362,792 0.00 24.29

For instances where T = 150, the ADPbisection method with 5 percent performed 137 times

better than MIP approach and 7 times better than the DP approach.

From the above results, the following points can be concluded:

• As f increases, the computational time for MIP increases.

• As c increases, the computational time for DP and ADP approaches increase, and the

computational time for MIP decrease.
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• As c increases, the effectiveness of ADPslopecheck and ADPbisection with respect to

DP increases, and as f increases, the effectiveness of ADPslopecheck and ADPbisection

with respect to MIP increases.

• The ADPbisection is the best approach among all ADP approaches.

• ADPslopecheck and ADPbisection are recommended in particular when the setup cost

and capacity is large.

• In terms of solution time and quality, the overall averages show that the best imple-

mentation is the ADPbisection method where percentage(%) = 5.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

In this thesis are proposed new ADP approaches for the CLSP, which is the core

problem of production planning. In Chapter 1, CLSP is introduced and its MIP formulation

is presented. In Chapter 2, previous research for the CLSP is summarized based on three

categories: MIP, DP, and ADP. In addition, the contributions of the thesis are discussed and

the main differences between the proposed ADP approaches and previous research are de-

scribed. Chapter 3 presents a DP formulation for the CLSP with an example problem, which

demonstrates how the DP process is applied to obtain the optimal value for the problem. In

Chapter 4, six different algorithms are proposed based on three types of ADP approaches:

regression approximation approach, direct-connection approach, and slope-check approach.

Chapter 4 describes the steps of the algorithms and provides examples to demonstrate them.

Chapter 5 presents the instance-generation procedure for the experimental study,

experimental design, and computational results to show the effectiveness of the proposed

ADP approaches. Based on the results, performance of the MIP approach is the best when

the setup-to-holding cost ratio is 1,000. However, when this ratio is increased to 10,000, the

MIP performs extremely slow, in order to provide an optimal solution compared to other

algorithms, and the ADPbisection method is the fastest among all approaches compared. In

all instances presented in this thesis, the ADPslopecheck and ADPbisection methods would

provide the optimal solution and save a considerable amount of computational time from DP,

if the percentage of sampled inventory levels is at least 5 percent. Therefore, ADPslopecheck

and ADPbisection can be considered as improved algorithms of DP for the CLSP.
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6.2 Future Directions

The lot-sizing problem considered in this thesis is a single-item problem, and results

show that ADPslopecheck and ADPbisection algorithms are very efficient for the problem.

However, the applicability and performance of those approaches have not been investigated

for the multi-item capacitated lot-sizing problems. Therefore, one important direction for

future research could be the extension of those approaches to the multi-item capacitated

lot-sizing problem. Furthermore, these algorithms could be used for solving the CLSP as a

subproblem in decomposition approaches to multi-item problems.

Aside from lot sizing problems for which there are DP approaches, others exist, such as

knapsack and parallel equipment replacement problems, where one could employ similar ADP

techniques as those presented here.. In particular, since ADPslopecheck and ADPbisection

are very effective for approximating value functions having piecewise linear characteristics,

these two approaches are expected to work in particular for problems that involve piecewise

linear functions. The goal here is to extend these methods as far as possible to maximize

the number of problems that can benefit from the approach.
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